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The help of the following correspondents and information sources is gratefUlly
acknowledged in thepreparation of this report: Alpine. kg, Alpine Federation of
Russia, Vladimir Birukov / Tien Shan Travel, Vladimir Komissarov /ITMC
Tien Shan, Mountain. ru, Risk Online, and Viktor Vasyanin / Asia Travel.
The websites listed contain copious materialfor researching climbing objectives.
News and information is welcomedfrom expeditions of any nationality visiting
these mountains.

I t is noteworthy that most of the activity reported here was by climbers
from Russia and Central Asia, with only the Kyrgyz Republic seeing a

significant number of visits by international teams. The higWight of this
activity was the technical routes being climbed on smaller, formerly under
valued ranges such as the Sayan, Tsagan-Shibetu, Kodar, Ugamskiy, and
parts of the Western Caucasus. Many ascents were entered in formal
competitions including those for Russia, CIS, and the Caucasus.

The Caucasus
The unsettled political situation continued to inhibit international visits to
this range, but Russian parties made a large number of ascents along much
of its length.

In the Krasnodar Region at the Western end of the range local climbers
started to explore the potential of the Fisht-Pshekhasu Range, accessed
from the village of Chernigovsky. This area is established as a walking
venue, but has previously drawn little attention from climbers. In May
Roman Fedorchenko from Sochi and Igor Politico from Rostov climbed a
new line at 5A/5B on one of the spurs between the main massif and Fisht
South. In October Yuri Koshelenko and friends visited as part of their
'Open Caucasus' project, reporting potential for 20-pitch routes up to 6A
on the 6km long W /SW faces of Fisht (2857m) and Pshekhasu. They
climbed a new route on the N Tower on the 500m W Face of Fisht.

A number of other significant ascents were made in the Western Caucasus.
In August a team from St Petersburg climbed the 6A Warburton Route on
the N Face of Mt Dalar (3980m). Further East the Perm team of
A Shavrovich, Y Zhizhin, A Mochalov and N Rylov completed a winter
ascent of the 6B Central NE Face of Kiukiurtliu on 23 February 2001.
Tragically there appears to have been a fatal accident on their descent.

,Moving to the Central Caucasus, in the Adyr Su area in August the
Moscow team of S Antonov, M Borshchev and P Yatsenko won the
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Caucasus climbing championship for the third ascent of the 1973 Slesov
Route on Tiutiu (Main), which is climbed from the N through the 'nose' at
SB. In the Bezengi area in February Sergei Shchepachkov, Ivan Alentsev
and Sergei Pavlov made a winter ascent of the SA Central Couloir on the S
side of Dykh Tau (5204m), as part of a project to climb Caucasus SOOOm
peaks in winter.

Further East again, several previously unclassified routes were climbed
in the Digoria. In July E Bloshko and A Khmelevskiy climbed the E Ridge
of Botkina at 4A, while in August teams led by Y Levkovskiy climbed the
N Ridge of Aikhva (Lesser) at 2B and the W Ridge of Aikva (N) at 3A.

Finally, in addition to the winter climbs on the NE Face of Erydag
(3925m) reported inAJ 106, several teams made summer ascents including
the Centre of the R Buttress by a Dagestan team at '6B for groups'.

The Crimea
At the end of January 2002 a new route was climbed on Morcheka (980m),
by alpinists from Odessa including- Vladimir Mogila. The route, named
Machombo, lies between the existing Klassika (SB) and Skyway (6B) on this
400m face. Around 40% of the route was climbed free, although the
ascensionists consider more could be freed. The route was graded 6A,
making it the 19th route on this face at 6A/6B.

ThePamir
Climbing in the Pamir continues to be confined largely to the Zaalayskiy
Khrebet at its northern end, due to the political situation in Tadzhikistan.
Despite this, exploratory ascents took place in several areas.

In the Zulumart Range, immediately S of Pik Lenin, Pik Beleuli (6065m)
was climbed by a new route at 4A. The Moscow team of A Lebedev, V L'vov,
I Nistratov and P Pykalov reached the summit on 3 August. The same
team later summited Pik Lenin (7134m) on 13 August, via the E Face
from the Great Saukdara Glacier, a route first climbed in 1967 at SA. The
mountain is more usually approached from the N, where the established
base camps by the Achik-Tash River continued to operate in 2001.

There was also significant activity at the Eastern end of the range close
to where the borders of Tazhikistan, Kyrgyz Republic and China meet.
The highest summit in the vicinity, Pik Khurumdy (6613m) has been
attempted several times in recent years, including by British parties. In
summer 2001 several expeditions, including two Russian, turned back due
to unprotectable crumbling rock on the summit ridge. Finally in the autumn
a large Kyrgyz team was able to overcome this given the lower temperatures
and greater icing, to make the first ascent of the mountain. Alexander
Gubaev, Mikhail Mikhailov, Vitaliy Akimov and Oleg Turaev summited
on 12 October via the N Ridge, having made camps at 4800m, S400m and
6100m and fixed more than 700m of rope on the summit ridge. Prior to the
ascent they had experienced high winds and heavy snowfall at the top camp.
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Nearby Pik Zarya Vostoka (Eastern Sunrise, 6349m) received its first
European ascent by lain Bryce and Annin Ticacek, who reached the summit
on 11 August as part of an EWP-organised trip. On the same trip first
ascents were also made of Snow Dragon (470001) and of the elegant summit
of Tarka (5360m). Zarya Vostoka was also climbed by the St Petersburg
team of V Reznik and I Gavrilov, who summited on 15 August via the
centre of the N Face at 5B.

The Pamir Alai
The kidnap incidents of summer 2000 and continued threat of operations
by the lMU virtually eliminated climbing in this area during 2001. The
only reported activity took place in the Fann Mountains at the Western
end of the range. Here two teams from Magnitogorsk climbed the NW
Buttress of Pik Bodkhona (5138m) at 5B, summiting on 21 and 22 August
respectively. Trekking groups also visited this range.

The Tien Shan
The Tien Shan saw significant exploratory activity in 2001, involving both
development of technical routes in established areas and continued
exploration of outlying ranges. In addition to the areas reported below,
there is potential for new ice routes on and around Dzhigit (5170m) in the
Karakol Range, an area that has a long-established alpine camp but sees
little attention from international parties.

In the Inylchek area Pik Maksima Gorkovo (6050m), situated between
the main base camps on the Nand S Inylchek, was the subject of a hard
technical route by the Ekaterinburg team of Y Ermachek, A Korobkov and
V Popovich. The route was awarded second place in the climbing champion
ships of Russia and given the conditional grade of 6B. In the Russian
climbing championships this route was second only to an ascent of Reticent
Wall in Yosemite, which was graded '6B for groups'.

In summer 2001 Khan Tengri (6995m) continued to be popular from N
and S sides, but there appears to have been only one successful ascent of
Pobeda (7439m), by the two-person team of D Pavlenko from Ekaterinburg
and Makhli from Iran. Nearby in the lower reaches of the S Inylchek, from
the Pytevodni Glacier, over the several years British parties organised by Dave
Allason-Pritt have made first ascents of peaks between 4500m and 5000m.

Several winter ascents have also been reported in the Inylchek area. In
March 2002 a Kazakh team led by Nikolai Chervonenko and Dmitriy
Muravev made a winter ascent of Khan Tengri, without helicopter support.
Leaving from Zharkulak on 27 February, they approached via the Pass of
the 11th (c.5000m) and the N Inylchek Glacier, reaching the summit on
6 March. They descended via the S Inylchek Glacier to Maida-Adyr. A
year earlier in March 2001 a team including these climbers and Rinat
Khaibulin had made a traverse from Karly-Tau (545001) to Mramornaya
Stena (Marble Wall, 6400m), also via an approach from Zharkulak.
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Also in early 2001 a Kyrgyz and Norwegian team including Sasha
Manulik made a winter ascent of Pik Nansen (5697m), summiting on
3 February from the NE. They had approached the Inylchek Valley via the
Chonasuu Pass road, which had been only marginally passable due to snow.
Probably the first winter ascent of this peak was made from 27-30 January
1998 by Sasha Manulik and Misha Mikhailov.

In the Kyrgyz Range, further to the winter ascents reported in AJI06, in
January 2001 the Ekaterinburg team of E Novoseltsev and V Akimov
climbed the 6A Semiletkin Route on the N Face of Free Korea Peak (474Om).
In the same range in July 2001 Mark Morrison and Keith Riley from New
Zealand climbed the N Face of Pik Dvurogaya (4380m) via 16 rock pitches
up to NZ Grade 17. They descended on a second day via a traverse to Pik
Korona (4860m).

At the end of January 2002 a Kyrgyz team led by Mikhail Mikhailov
made the fIrst ascent of Pik Abdurakhmanov (5142m) in a previously
unexplored area south of the Sary-Djaz region, near the Chinese border. A
portrait of former commissar YusupAbdurakhmanov was left on the summit.

Summer 2001 saw a number of teams active in the Western Kokshaal
Too, particularly at its Wend in the general area of Kizil Asker (5842m).
This impressive peak was itself targeted by the N American team of Sean
Isaac and Scott DeCapio, who aimed to make an alpine-style ascent of a
mixed line on its 1300m SE Face. Unstable weather effectively prohibited
such a committing route, but the pair climbed new routes on smaller peaks
around the Komorova Glacier. On Pik Gronky they made the fIrst ascent
of Silent Bob (IV WI4, 700m) to complete the second ascent ofthe mountain.
On Ochre Walls they put up Beef Cake (IV MS WI4, 600m), also making
the second ascent of mountain. Finally, on Peak of the Unmarked Soldier
(5400m) they found Royale with Cheese (V M6 WIS), 700m of ice in a granite
crack leading to a virgin secondary summit which they named Pik Mikhail.

In September an ISM group with Pat Littlejohn, Adrian Nelhams and
Vladimir Komissarov as guides carried out exploratory climbing from a
base camp at c.38S0m overlooking the Ayetaly Glacier. From a camp at
4300m ascents were made of the NE Ridge of Obzhornazy (5155.7m) at
AD, and several easier snow peaks. A camp on the 4700m col S of Pik
5015m was destroyed by a violent storm, after which the group succeeded
in climbing the peak via its N Ridge

During the same period Peter Berggren, John AlIen, David Gerrard, Hilda
Grooters and Tim Riley explored the previously unvisited Gori Sarybeles
and the Kyokkiar Range. The Sarybeles, close to a base camp in the
Kurumduk valley reached by 4WD, was found to consist of snowy summits
up to 4600m, with steep limestone faces but no major glaciers. Near the
base camp was the striking Kul-Su Lake, fIlling a defIle and surrounded by
rock walls. The group climbed Pik 4435m from the NW, Pik 4550m via
the NW Face and N Ridge at AD+, and Pik 4275m via the NE Ridge and
the SW Ridge. The Khrebet Kyokkiar was reached from Chatyrtash in two
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days using pack horses. Here the summits reached 4900m, and again there
were steep limestone walls of apparently good quality. The team summited
Pik 4445m, and on 18 September Berggren and Riley climbed a SOOm route
at TD/Scottish V to just below the summit plateau of Pik c.420Om. After
this the group experienced the same heavy snowfall reported above.

At the Eastern end of the main massif of the Western Kokshaal-Too
Graham Holden and Paul Knott attempted the second ascent of Pik
Koroleva (5816m), via the SE Ridge, but were repelled by a crumbling
rock tower on the approach via Pik Tsandera (c.540Om). As a consolation
they made the first British ascent of Pik Molodezhniy (5338m), reaching
the summit on 22 August via the NE Ridge. In the same area a group from
Moscow aimed to climb Pik Dankova (5982m) and Pik Chon-Turasu
(5728m), but they also failed due to the persistently unsettled weather.

Siberia and the Russian Far East
The undoubted highlight here is the development of technical routes in
lesser known ranges across the S part of the region. Most of this
development has been by local alpinists; to date there has been no
international interest.

Several groups of Russian climbers were active in the Chuisky Massifs of
the Altai Mountains. Groups from Tomsk were active in the Northern
Chuisky, most notably E Vinnikov, V Katunin and A Salaev who climbed
the previously unclassified Central W Face of the N Peak of Surprise at
SA, summiting on 10 July. Easier climbs were made on Barda Visbora,
Bamaul Alpinists and Dvoinaya. In the more remote Southern Chuisky,
the Moscow team of V Nevorotin, A Urbanskiy and V Shataev climbed the
E Ridge of Akademika Bochvara from the Sophiskiy Glacier at 3A.

In July 2001 the Russian alpine rock climbing championships were held
in the Ergaki Massif of the Western Sayan near Krasnoyarsk. Although
the peaks here are small in altitude, its pointed rock spires have led to it
being described as a miniature Paine. First place in the championships,
with the maximum rating score of 10, was awarded to a new route on the
Central N Face of Pik Parus. This 550m route was climbed over 10-11
July by the Krasnoyarsk team of Oleg Khvostenko, Yuriy Glazyrin, Anton
Pugovkin and Denis Prokofiev at 6A VI A3. A few days earlier over 5-7
July the same team had also climbed a new 600m route on the NE Face of
Pik Zvezdny (2265m) at 6A VI A3, to the L of the original 1997 Balezin
Route. At around the same time a Ekaterinburg team led by A.A. Yarunov
also climbed a new 6A route, further L again on the same face. There were
many other teams on the mountain, with at least 22 parties succeeding on
routes on the W, S and SE Faces at SB and 6A, particularly the 1999 Cherezov
Route which received at least S ascents.

Dinozavr (2222m) saw several ascents including the second ascent (first
summer ascent) of the 6A 1999 Balezin Route on the NW Face on 7 July by
a Moscow team including A S Korochkov, and P B Abramov. On 11 July
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a Krasnoyarsk team including S R Fedorov and V P Kokhanov made the
probable second ascent of the L part of the NW Face at SA. Earlier, on 22
June another Krasnoyarsk team including S Cherezov and E Drnitrienko
climbed a previously unclassified route via the chimney on the N Face of
the First Tower at SE. The other popular peak during the championships
was Zub Drakona (Dragon's Tooth, 207Om), with the 1999 Balezin Route,
takingthe centre of the main tower of the S Face at 6A, seeing ascents by at
least seven teams.

Another range with possibly similar potential is the Tsagan Shibetu in
Tuva. Here several ascents were made in May 2001, including the centre of
the N Face of Pik Vostochniy which was climbed by a Tomsk team including
A Kirikov and S Ermachenko at 6A.

Further E, SOOkm beyond Lake Baikal is the Kodar Range in the Stanovoy
upland region, the highest point of which is Pik BAM (307Sm). In this
range in February 2001 a team from the Krasnoyarsk region made the first
ascent of a 6B route on the SE Summit of Pik Tsarskiy Tron (2820m) via
the W Face. They coped with the night-time temperatures below -50°C
using a snow cave at the base of the route. After 10 days of progress varying
from 20m to 90m temperatures rose to -20°C, but this warming was
accompanied by rising wind. They reached the summit on the 15th day.

In the Russian Far East, in summer 2001 the Cherskiy Mountains were
visited by a large and well supported expedition organised by the Royal
Logistics Corps, while in Kamchatka Petropavlovsk climbers I Benedyk,
A Bichenko and 0 Chirik climbed a variant on the SB Central NW Wall
on Yuzhnaya.
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